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Ed. Note: The 2005 repo
ort “Rising Abov
ve the Gatherin
ng Storm”, issu
ued by the Natio
ional Academie
es, was enormo
ously
influential in
i stimulating debate
d
and actiion with respec
ct to the science
e and technolo
ogy enterprise iin the US. In 20
010,
many of the original comm
mittee memberrs collaborated
d on a second rreport (of which
h what follows iis an excerpt)
designed to
o update the gllobal context and events.
During the five years sinc
ce the Gatherin
ng Storm study was published
d, a new researrch university w
was established
d with
a “day-one
e” endowment of
o $10 billion, equal
e
to what it took MIT 142 years to accum
mulate. Next ye
ear over 200,00
00
students will
w study abroad
d, a large fractiion in the fields
s of science, en
ngineering, and
d technology. A new “innovation
city” is bein
ng constructed, patterned afte
er Silicon Valley, that will hou se 40,000 peo ple. A multi-year initiative is
underway to
t make the co
ountry a global nanotechnolog
gy hub, includin
ng constructing
g 14 new “world
d-class” universsities.
A new facillity was opened
d to collect, sto
ore and analyze
e biological sam
mples and servve as an international hub forr
biomedical research. A high-level comm
mission with the
e objective of ccreating jobs at home has devveloped a long--term
strategy for science and technology
t
pattterned after the
e National Aca demies study.
These actio
ons were taken
n by Saudi Arabia, China, Rus
ssia, India, Luxxembourg, and
d the United Kin
ngdom, respecctively.
Meanwhile
e, in the United States, six million more youth
hs dropped outt of high schoo
ol to join a cadrre of similarly
situated yo
ouths–over halff of whom unde
er 25 years of age
a are currenttly without jobss. During the ab
bovementioned
d
interval, an
nother $2 trillion
n was spent on
n K-12 public ed
ducation while K-12 studentss remained mire
ed near the botttom
of the deve
eloped-world class. Labor cos
sts in the United
d States contin
nue to eclipse tthose in develo
oping nations,
although in
n some cases by
b narrowing margins.
m
Over 8.4
8 million jobs were lost in Am
merica . . . and
d the dollar drop
pped
9 percent against
a
the Eurro. The United States’ share of
o global high-ttech exports drropped from 21 percent to 14
percent wh
hile China’s sha
are grew from 7 percent to 20
0 percent. Chin a continued to graduate more
e English-traine
ed
engineers than
t
the United
d States.
Three new
w factors have evidenced
e
them
mselves during the half-decad
de that has elap
psed since the Gathering Sto
orm
report was prepared that are particularly
y significant.
(1) Decrea
ased Financiall Wherewithal to Address th
he Competitive
eness Challen
nge. While the Gathering Storm
report warn
ned of an impending financial crisis, it was not
n addressing the type of crissis that subseq
quently occurre
ed. It is
not the long-term crisis off which the Gatthering Storm committee
c
sou ght to warn and avert: a far m
more serious an
nd
much more
e enduring financial reversal attributable
a
to fundamental
f
fla
aws in the natio
on’s process off generating qu
uality
jobs for wh
hich its citizens can be compe
etitive. This failu
ure includes su
uch practices a
as tolerating a K
K-12 education
nal
system tha
at functions poo
orly in many are
eas, prolonged
d underinvestm
ment in basic research, and disscouraging tale
ented
individuals from other parrts of the world, particularly, in
n science and ttechnology, fro
om remaining in
n America afterr
having suc
ccessfully comp
pleted their edu
ucation here.
During the years since the Gathering Sttorm report was
s produced the
ere has been another change in the characte
er of
job creation
n in America th
hat presumably
y cannot sustain itself over the
e longer term. In particular, during this perio
od the
private sec
ctor eliminated 4,755,000 jobs
s while governm
ment (at all leve
els) added 676
6,000 jobs. The
e difficulty of
reversing this trend is exa
acerbated by ye
et another development wherrein, according
g to the Bureau of Labor Statisstics,
federal jobs
s now pay wag
ges and benefitts that on avera
age exceed tho
ose in the priva
ate sector by 55
5 percent for similar
occupation
ns.

(2) Progress . . . Abroad. While all nations have suffered from the recent financial meltdown, not all have suffered
equally. China’s GDP grew at an average annual rate of 11 percent between 2005 and 2008; India’s by 8.6 percent;
Brazil’s by 4.5 percent. In contrast, the United States growth rate has averaged 2 percent, albeit from a much larger
base but with a much higher standard of living to support.
The above circumstance permitted China to increase its R&D investment as a fraction of GDP at an annual rate of
5.7 percent between 2001 and 2007, while the United States investment declined at an annual rate of 0.5 percent.
Similarly, the number of first university degrees received in the natural sciences and engineering in China increased
at a rate of 42 percent per year, whereas the production of such degrees in the United States has increased just 3
percent per year–with part of the increase attributable to growth in the number of non-citizen students receiving
degrees.
During the most recent decade China increased its number of higher education institutions from 1,022 to 2,263.
Tsinghua University, Peking University and Shanghai Jiao Tong University in China and the Indian Institutes of
Technology are now considered to be among the world’s foremost academic institutions. Perhaps the most innovative
of the newly created institutions is KAUST, in Saudi Arabia. KAUST has no departments, no tenure, no
undergraduates, no tuition, and a broadly international faculty and student body, heavily focused on research . . . and
a very large endowment. It is led by an individual born in Singapore and educated in the United States.
The Information Technology and Innovation Foundation recently analyzed 16 innovation competitiveness indicators
and found that the United States now ranks 40th out of the 40 countries and regions considered in “making progress
on innovation and competitiveness.”
(3) The United States Higher Education Outlook. America is still blessed with a disproportionate share of the
world’s finest universities–particularly research universities. Today, however, two forces are at work that could modify
that circumstance. The first of these is that a number of other nations are placing extraordinary priority on higher
education, particularly in science and engineering. The second is that as a result of the recent financial reversal,
many United States universities are in greater jeopardy than at any time in nearly a century. As tax revenues have
declined, state support of public higher education has been curtailed–in some cases severely. Simultaneously, the
endowments of public and private institutions in the United States declined during the recession, suffering an average
loss of 18.7 percent during 2008 and 2009.
The trend towards lesser government funding for public universities in most fields is not new . . . only the magnitude
of the decline is new. The innovation that is so critical to our economic vitality is in jeopardy when our universities are
in jeopardy. In 1975 private firms accounted for more than 70 percent of the “R&D 100” (R&D magazine’s annual list
of the 100 most significant, newly introduced research and development advances in multiple disciplines), but by
2006, more than 70 percent of the top 100 innovations came from “public or mixed” sources, including academia and
federally-supported startups.
Given this demanding environment, a number of other countries are seizing the opportunity to attract United Stateseducated faculty “superstars” from United States universities where they are now employed. Attracting such
individuals to other nations is made easier by political and economic developments in the past two decades that have
enabled many more countries to offer reasonable lifestyles along with extraordinary research facilities (e.g., CERN in
Switzerland, Biopolis in Singapore, the nuclear-fusion research facilities in China, and the high-energy particle
research program in Japan). Further, in the case of engineering, over 35 percent of the faculty of United States
institutions was born abroad, considerably easing the disruption of returning home.
United States universities, for the first time since World War II, are thus faced with a serious–and increasing–
competition for talent from abroad. Perhaps the most disconcerting assessment comes from a United States
Conference of State Legislatures report: Transforming Higher Education, which concludes that “The American higher
education system (overall) is no longer the best in the world. Other countries outrank and outperform us.”
It is instructive to ask which of the following two job candidates one would hire:
Candidate “A,” ranks in the lower quartile of the high school class, expects to be paid a wage of $17 per hour (the
lifetime average wage of a United States high school graduate) with an additional one-third of that amount in benefits.
Candidate “B” speaks two languages fluently, ranks near the top of the class and is eager to work for $1.50 per hour.
This scenario, although oversimplified, is nonetheless a reasonable representation of the challenge faced by the
average United States high school graduate seeking a job in the global job market–setting aside altogether the onequarter of United States youths who have not received a high school diploma by the time their class graduates.
The Gathering Storm report concluded that, “Market forces are already at work moving jobs to countries with less

costly, ofte
en better-educa
ated and highly
y motivated worrkforces, and m
more friendly ta
ax policies.” Fro
om a sharehold
der’s
perspective
e, a solution to America’s com
mpetitiveness shortfall
s
has alrready been fou
und–but it is at the expense off
those seek
king employment here at hom
me. This represe
ents a major diislocation of intterests and loyyalties that has as yet
not been widely
w
addresse
ed or in many cases
c
even rec
cognized.
From America’s perspecttive, events tha
at have occurre
ed over the passt five years havve both positivvely and negativvely
impacted th
he nation’s com
mpetitiveness stature.
s
On the positive side, tthere is a much greater awarreness of the peril
implicit in continuing
c
in the direction the nation has bee
en drifting for sseveral decade
es. This is a non-trivial develo
opment, given
n that the basic
c nature of the competitivenes
ss challenge d oes not lend itsself to any sudden “wake-up call”–
such as wa
as provided by Pearl Harbor, Sputnik or 9/11
1. Also on the p
positive side off the ledger are
e past actions tthat
have been taken by the fe
ederal governm
ment, particularrly as part of th
he American Re
ecovery and Re
einvestment Acct of
2009.
Gathering Storm assessm
ments with findings that echo those from the
e study conduccted by the Natiional Academie
es–
and in som
me cases the states have follo
owed their findin
ngs with concre
ete actions. Un
nfortunately, a number of advverse
developme
ents with regard
d to the nation’s competitiveness have also occurred. Prom
minent among these has been the
economic collapse
c
triggered by the proliferation of sub
b-prime mortga
ages. Although not rooted in th
he same
fundamenttal practices as
s the economic reversal descrribed in the Ga thering Storm report, the fallo
out from this re
elapse
has furtherr weakened Am
merica’s ability to
t respond to the long-term cchallenges it facces–including tthose addresse
ed in
the Gatherring Storm repo
ort.
Further, forr the first time in
i many decades the nation’s
s higher educattion system is b
being seriouslyy challenged. T
This is
a conseque
ence of the dec
cline in operating funds attributable to reducced endowmen
nts and declinin
ng tax revenuess.
Finally, alth
hough no natio
on has escaped
d the recent fina
ancial crisis un
nscathed, some
e have fared be
etter than otherrs and
have focus
sed additional sums
s
on compe
etitiveness. For example, lastt year China su
ustained an ann
nual real GDP
growth rate
e of 9.1 percent while India an
nd Vietnam ach
hieved 7.4 and
d 5.3 percent, re
espectively. Th
he United State
es real
growth rate
e was a minus 2.6 percent. Th
he abovementioned three fore
eign countries of course have
e smaller GDP’’s
than the Un
nited States (In
ndia, for examp
ple, by a factor of four in purch
hasing power tterms). But the
ey also have a llower
standard of living to maintain–and new funding
f
source
es are being ge
enerated, the frruits of which ca
an be relativelyy
quickly allo
ocated as the nation’s
n
leaders
ship deems app
propriate.
In balance,, it would appear that overall the
t United Stattes long-term ccompetitivenesss outlook (read
d jobs) has furtther
deteriorate
ed since the publication of the Gathering Sto
orm report five yyears ago.
Today, for the first time in
n history, Amerrica’s younger generation
g
is le
ess well-educated than its parents. For the ffirst
time in the nation’s history, the health off the younger generation
g
has the potential to
o be inferior to that of its pare
ents.
And only a minority of Am
merican adults believes
b
that th
he standard of living of their cchildren will be higher than wh
hat
they thems
selves have enjjoyed. To reverse this forebod
ding outlook w
will require a susstained commitment by both
individual citizens
c
and by the nation’s go
overnment…att all levels.
The Gathering Storm is lo
ooking ominous
sly like a Categ
gory 5…and, a s the nation ha
as so vividly ob
bserved, rebuild
ding
from such an event is far more difficult than
t
preparing in advance to w
withstand it.
Copies of the
t report Risin
ng Above the Gathering
G
Storm
m, Revisited are
e available from
m the National Academies Prress.
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